


















































April 2, 2015 

 

TO:  Knox County MPC 

RE:   4-H-15-UR  

Dear Commissioners: 

It is our understanding that you will be hearing a proposal to build a Dollar General Store on Circle Oak 
Drive in South Knoxville.  We have some concerns about this proposal: 

1. The building needs to be brick/stucco, not metal. 
2. If the sign is placed on a base, it must not obstruct the view of persons entering Gov. John 

Sevier Hwy from Circle Oak. 
3. We are also concerned that traffic turning left onto Circle Oak from W. Gov. John Sevier Hwy 

will cause a back-up, since there is no turn lane at that point. 
4. Also, traffic turning left onto Gov. John Sevier Hwy from Circle Oak may cause congestion at 

that intersection. 

Please take these concerns into consideration as you make your decision.  We live in South Knoxville 
and, feel that if we must have additional businesses, they need to be quality and an asset to the 
community. 

Thank you, 

 

Donald G and Patricia K Paschal 
7234 Settlers Path Ln 
Knoxville TN 37920 
865-609-7300 





Gov. John Sevier Highway

Scenic Highway                                     
or  Cluttered Junkyard?



The following pictures were taken 
while driving along a 5 mile stretch 
of Gov. John Sevier Highway from 
the intersections of John Sevier 
and Alcoa and John Sevier and 

Chapman Highway. Ask yourself 
the following question: if I were 

from out of town, would I believe I 
was driving on a scenic highway….? 



These violations are still ongoing, 4 years later!
“Grading” project. 



This pond on adjacent property, which has been fished in for 
generations, is filling with silt from the grading done for the “commercial” 
project on the previous slide. 

Note the bottom of 
this stream bed is full 
of silt.  This stream fills 
the pond.



No Landscape Barrier



A GOOD Example! Of blending in with 
the surrounding natural landscape



This is even worse now, 2 years later!
Is this legal? Is it SCENIC? No barrier, 

no landscaping of ANY kind!



Likewise here: no barrier, no landscaping. Is 
there ground contamination happening here? 





This is considered a residence? Is this appropriate 
for a historic scenic highway?



For sale signs indicate land is zoned 
commercial…..but it’s not.



Is this commercial property? Is it scenic? What is the 
environmental impact? What is planned here?



Residence? Or “show chrome” shop?



15 acres commercial?!



Is this commercial too?



And this?



And this?



Future flea market? 



Just Imagine…..

• Is Governor John Sevier a scenic highway or a 
cluttered parking lot/junk yard/flea market? 
Not very scenic now & imagine what it will be 
if it is cluttered with a dozen more metal shed 
“homes” and  littered with industrial trailers, 
rusting dump trucks and abandoned junk of all 
types and sizes…..? 



This could happen to YOUR back yard! 
if the Sector Plan is not honored,  
if our way of life is not respected & protected, 
if  our cultural and historical heritage is not preserved,

If elected officials and government employees refuse      
to enforce codes and zoning regulations.






